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[1] Ice I exhibits a complex rheology at temperature and pressure conditions appropriate

for the interiors of the ice I shells of Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto. We use numerical
methods and existing parameterizations of the critical Rayleigh number to determine the
conditions required to trigger convection in an ice I shell with each of the stress-,
temperature- and grain size–dependent rheologies measured in laboratory experiments by
Goldsby and Kohlstedt (2001). The critical Rayleigh number depends on the ice grain size
and the amplitude and wavelength of temperature perturbation issued to an initially
conductive ice I shell. If the shells have an assumed uniform grain size <0.4 mm,
deformation during initial plume growth is accommodated by Newtonian volume
diffusion. If the ice grain size is between 0.4 mm and 3 cm, deformation during plume
growth is accommodated by weakly non-Newtonian grain boundary sliding, where the
critical ice shell thickness for convection depends on the amplitude of temperature
perturbation to the 0.5 power. If the ice grain size exceeds 2 cm, convection can not
occur in the ice I shells of the Galilean satellites regardless of the amplitude or wavelength
of temperature perturbation. If the grain size in a convecting ice I shell evolves to effective
values greater than 2 cm, convection will cease. If the ice shell has a grain size large
enough to permit flow by dislocation creep, the ice is too stiff to permit convection, even
in the thickest possible ice I shell. Consideration of the complex ice rheology implies that
estimates of the grain size in the satellites and knowledge of their initial thermal states are
required when judging the convective instability of their ice I shells.
Citation: Barr, A. C., and R. T. Pappalardo (2005), Onset of convection in the icy Galilean satellites: Influence of rheology,
J. Geophys. Res., 110, E12005, doi:10.1029/2004JE002371.

1. Introduction
[2] Measurements of the gravitational and magnetic fields
of the Jovian satellites Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto
suggest that these satellites have liquid water oceans beneath an outer layer of ice I [Anderson et al., 1996, 1998,
2001; Zimmer et al., 2000; Kivelson et al., 2002]. The
thickness of Europa’s outer H2O-rich layer is less than
170 km, but the relative thickness of the ice shell and
potential subsurface liquid water ocean are uncertain
[Anderson et al., 1998]. In Ganymede and Callisto, the
internal oceans are likely near depth of the ice I – III phase
transition, which occurs at a depth of 170 km, but the
thicknesses of their oceans are unknown. The striking differences in the interior structures and surface morphologies of
Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto [Schubert et al., 2004;
Greeley et al., 2004; Pappalardo et al., 2004; Moore et al.,
2004] suggest that differing roles of heat transport by solidstate convection and heat generation by tidal dissipation in
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each body may have led these three satellites down
different evolutionary paths. Efforts to judge whether
the outer ice I shells convect and to determine the likely
role of convection in driving endogenic resurfacing have
been limited by uncertainties in the ice I shell thicknesses, rheology of ice, and role of tidal dissipation.
[3] The stability of a basally heated fluid layer against
convection can be judged by comparing the timescale for
growth of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (convective plumes)
at the base of the fluid layer to the thermal diffusion
timescale, which controls the rate of decay of temperature
fluctuations driving plume growth. The ratio of these timescales is expressed by the Rayleigh number,
Ra ¼

rgaDTD3
;
kh

ð1Þ

where r is the density of the fluid, g is the acceleration of
gravity, a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, DT is the
temperature difference between the surface and bottom of
the layer, D is the layer thickness, k is the thermal
diffusivity, and h is the fluid viscosity. Convection can
occur in a fluid layer if the Rayleigh number exceeds a
critical value, Racr. The critical Rayleigh number for
convection in any fluid depends on the wavelength of
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initial temperature perturbation issued to the layer and the
geometry of the layer. For a fluid with a temperaturedependent viscosity, the critical Rayleigh number also
depends on @ ln (h)/@T [Solomatov, 1995].
[4] A large volume of work exists regarding the onset of
convection in the ice I shells of the satellites assuming a
Newtonian rheology, where the viscosity of ice is independent of stress. Early works such as that of Reynolds and
Cassen [1979] approximated ice as a constant-viscosity
fluid, and determined that convection could occur in an
ice I shell on a Ganymede-like satellite if the shell was
greater than 30 km thick. Algebraic relationships between
the activation energy in the ice flow law (which controls @
ln(h)/@T) and the critical Rayleigh number for a Newtonian
fluid derived by Solomatov [1995] have been used to
determine the conditions required to start convection in an
ice shell with a temperature-dependent viscosity [e.g.,
Pappalardo et al., 1998], and grain-size – and temperature-dependent viscosity [McKinnon, 1999]. Each of these
studies yielded essentially the same conclusion: the critical
shell thickness for convection in the ice I shells of the
Galilean satellites was predicted to be 20– 30 km, depending on the rheological parameters used for ice.
[5] Laboratory experiments suggest that ice I exhibits a
complex rheology at temperatures and stresses appropriate
for a convecting ice shell in the icy Galilean satellites
[Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001]. Analogous to minerals in
the Earth’s mantle, Newtonian volume diffusion accommodates deformation in ice for small grain sizes and/or high
temperatures. At large grain sizes and/or large stresses, ice
flows by strongly stress-dependent dislocation creep. For
intermediate stresses and grain sizes, strain in ice I is
accommodated by weakly stress-dependent grain boundary
sliding (GBS) and basal slip. The resulting rheology for ice
is Newtonian (independent of stress) when volume diffusion accommodates strain, and becomes increasingly nonNewtonian (stress-dependent) as the grain size of ice
increases and/or the temperature decreases.
[6] If a layer of basally heated non-Newtonian fluid is
in a conductive equilibrium, the viscosity of the motionless fluid is very large, and a finite-amplitude perturbation
is required to soften the fluid sufficiently to permit
convection. The critical Rayleigh number for convection
in a non-Newtonian fluid therefore depends on the amplitude and wavelength of the initial buoyancy perturbation.
The buoyancy perturbation could be compositional, similar
to the instability of thickened continental lithosphere
beneath continents on Earth [Molnar et al., 1998], or
thermal, such as the onset of tidal dissipation in an icy
satellite [Barr et al., 2004]. If a temperature perturbation is
issued to the fluid layer, the critical Rayleigh number
depends on the amplitude of thermal perturbation if this
amplitude is less than the characteristic temperature difference that drives convection beneath the stagnant lid
(the rheological temperature scale) [Barr et al., 2004]. If
the amplitude of the temperature perturbation issued to the
fluid layer exceeds the rheological temperature scale, the
critical Rayleigh number for convection does not depend
on perturbation amplitude and achieves a constant minimum value.
[7] The most widely applied definition of the critical
Rayleigh number for non-Newtonian, basally heated fluids
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comes from the work of Solomatov [1995], who developed
an algebraic relationship between the stress exponent,
activation energy, and the minimum critical Rayleigh number for convection in the limit of large initial temperature
perturbations. The critical Rayleigh number calculated by
Solomatov [1995] is directly relevant to terrestrial planets
whose warm initial state post-accretion likely permits convection, which is maintained by radiogenic heating of their
interiors.
[8] Applied to the icy satellites, the definition of critical
Rayleigh number from Solomatov [1995] yields an absolute
lower limit on the critical ice shell thickness required for
convection, assuming that large lateral temperature perturbations of order 40 K are present in the ice shell to trigger
convection. The initial temperature states of the satellites’
ice shells are not known. If the shells are close to the limit of
convective stability, they may periodically reach a conductive equilibrium with radiogenic heating in their interiors,
wherein lateral temperature perturbations available to start
convection in the ice shell are very small. The convective
stability of the ice shell then depends on the amplitudes and
spatial distribution of temperature perturbations available to
soften the ice.
[9] Barr et al. [2004] examined the convective stability of
an initially conductive ice I shell under the influence of
grain boundary sliding and basal slip. The critical Rayleigh
number for convection in ice with a rheology of only GBS
or only basal slip was found to obey a power law scaling
with the amplitude of perturbation for amplitudes between
0.7 K and 17 K. In the limit of large amplitude
perturbations (>37 K), the critical Rayleigh number was
found to approach a constant, asymptotic value. Barr et
al. [2004] concluded that convection could occur in the
outer ice I layers of Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto
provided stringent requirements on shell thickness, perturbation amplitude, and grain size are met simultaneously. If
deformation in ice were accommodated by the GBS
deformation mechanism alone, then convection in Europa,
Ganymede, or Callisto could only occur in an ice shell
with a grain size of 1 mm or less, triggered by a
temperature perturbation of order 1 to 10 Kelvin in ice
shells greater than 100 km thick.
[10] Grain boundary sliding and basal slip accommodate
deformation in ice I near the base of an ice shell for a
relatively limited range of grain sizes. For grain sizes
smaller than 1 mm, deformation near the base of the shell
is accommodated by Newtonian volume diffusion, and for
grain sizes greater than 1 cm, deformation is accommodated by highly non-Newtonian dislocation creep. The role
of dislocation creep and volume diffusion in accommodating convective strain during initial plume growth were left
unaddressed by Barr et al. [2004]. Using similar numerical
methods, we extend the results of that previous work to
characterize the conditions required to trigger convection
from a conductive equilibrium in an ice I shell where
deformation is accommodated by volume diffusion, grain
boundary sliding, or dislocation creep. We combine numerically determined values for Racr for dislocation creep
obtained in this study, existing numerical data on the critical
Rayleigh number for GBS from Barr et al. [2004], and
the results of Solomatov [1995] for volume diffusion to
predict the conditions required to trigger convection in an
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Table 1. Rheological Parametersa
Rheology
Volume diffusionb
Basal slip
Grain boundary sliding
Dislocation creep

A (mp Pan s1)
1.2
2.2
6.2
4.0






1010
107
1014
1019

n

p

Q* (kJ mol1)

1
2.4
1.8
4.0

2
0
1.4
0

59.4
60
49
60

a

After Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001].
For Tm = 260 K.

b

ice shell with the laboratory-derived rheology of Goldsby
and Kohlstedt [2001].

and dislocation creep derived from the laboratory experiments of Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] are summarized in
Table 1.
[15] In ice with a small grain size (0.1 mm) near its
melting point, deformation is likely accommodated by
diffusion creep, which occurs by both volume diffusion
and grain boundary diffusion. Although diffusion creep has
not been directly observed in laboratory measurements of
ice rheology, Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] provide estimates of the governing parameters, which can be used to
determine the strain rate from diffusion creep,
e_ diff ¼

2. Rheology of Ice I
[11] The deformation mechanisms that accommodate
large convective strains in the ice shells of the Galilean
satellites, and the descriptive parameters in the ice flow law
are by no means certain. In this study, we choose to explore
how consideration of the multiple deformation mechanisms
identified by Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] change the
conditions required to trigger convection in the satellites.
[12] A large volume of experimental data and observations exists regarding the rheology of ice I in terrestrial and
planetary contexts [Durham and Stern, 2001, and references
therein]. Recent laboratory experiments seeking to clarify
the deformation mechanisms responsible for flow in terrestrial ice sheets suggest that a composite flow law which
includes terms due to diffusional flow, grain boundary
sliding, basal slip, and dislocation creep [Goldsby and
Kohlstedt, 2001] can match both viscosity measurements
from terrestrial ice sheets [Peltier et al., 2000] and previous
laboratory experiments.
[13] The laboratory experiments of Goldsby and Kohlstedt
[2001] suggest that deformation in ice I is accommodated
by four creep mechanisms, resulting in a composite flow
law:

e_ total ¼ e_ diff þ e_ disl þ

1
1
þ
e_ bs e_ GBS

1
:

ð2Þ

The composite flow law includes contributions from
diffusional flow (diff), dislocation creep (disl), and grainsize-sensitive creep (GSS), where deformation occurs by
both basal slip (bs) and grain boundary sliding (GBS)
[Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001]. Basal slip and GBS are
dependent mechanisms and both must operate simultaneously to permit deformation. When responsible for flow,
the total strain rate for GSS is controlled by the slower of
the two constituent mechanisms [Durham and Stern, 2001].
[14] The strain rate for each creep mechanism in the
composite rheology (equation 2) is described by
e_ ¼ A



sn
Q*
;
exp
dp
RT

ð3Þ

where e_ is the strain rate, A is the pre-exponential parameter,
s is the differential stress, n is the stress exponent, d is the
ice grain size, p is the grain size exponent, Q* is the
activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T is
temperature. Governing parameters for GBS, basal slip,
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42Vm s
pd
D
þ
D
v
b ;
3RTm d 2
d

ð4Þ

where Vm is the molar volume, Tm is the melting
temperature of ice, Dv is the rate of volume diffusion, d is
the grain boundary width, and Db is the rate of grain
boundary diffusion [Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001]. Note
that our definition of the strain rate from diffusion creep
includes a factor of 3 that was inadvertently omitted from
the definition in Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] (see
Goodman et al. [1981] for a discussion). The grain sizes
we consider are much larger than the grain boundary width
(d  9.04  1010 m) [Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001], so
volume diffusion dominates over grain boundary diffusion,
and we may ignore the contribution of grain boundary
diffusion to the strain rate. The strain rate for volume
diffusion alone is
e_ diff ¼



Adiff
Qv*
;
D
exp
o;v
d2
RT

ð5Þ

where Do,v is the volume diffusion rate coefficient and Q*v is
the activation energy. Volume diffusion is Newtonian, but
the viscosity does depend on grain size. The parameters for
volume diffusion are listed in Table 1, where we have
grouped the pre-exponential parameters to calculate an
effective Adiff = (42VmDo,v/3RTm).
[16] The laboratory experiments of Goldsby and Kohlstedt
[2001] are performed for smaller grain sizes than values used
in our study (3 – 200 microns), as well as higher temperatures
(170 – 268 K) and higher stresses (0.2 – 20 MPa). Their
empirical fits to the laboratory data are used to extrapolate
the flow laws to conditions appropriate for the interiors
of the ice I shells of the satellites, namely, grain sizes of
50 microns to 10 cm, temperatures between 90 and 260 K,
and stresses between 104 and 0.1 MPa.
[17] Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] provide an alternate
set of creep parameters for GBS and dislocation creep for
ice near its melting point. For T > 255 K, deformation rates
in ice due to GBS are increased by a factor of 1000, in
response to melting at grain boundaries and edges, resulting
in very low viscosities near the melting point. A similar
effect occurs for dislocation creep at T > 258 K. We have
not included the high temperature creep enhancement in our
initial numerical models. Use of the creep enhancement for
warm ice alone will result in extremely low viscosities near
the base of the ice shell, which presents a difficulty for our
numerical model.
[18] The vertical viscosity structure near the base of the
ice shell controls the viscous restoring forces that retard
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[19] The deformation mechanism that yields the largest
strain rate for a given temperature and differential stress is
inferred to accommodate deformation in ice at that temperature and stress level. The transition stress between any pair
of flow laws, for example, GBS and dislocation creep, is
described by

sT ¼

Figure 1. Deformation maps for ice I using the rheology
of Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001], for ice with grain sizes of
10 cm, 1.0 cm, 1.0 mm, and 0.1 mm. Lines on the maps
represent the transition stress between deformation mechanisms as a function of temperature. A melting temperature
of 260 K is assumed. For large grain sizes, dislocation creep
(Disl, n = 4) dominates the rheological behavior for thermal
stresses associated with initial plume growth in the icy
satellites (104 – 102 MPa). The weakly non-Newtonian
deformation mechanisms grain boundary sliding (GBS, n =
1.8), and basal slip (BS, n = 2.4) play important roles for
intermediate grain sizes (1.0 cm and 1.0 mm). Diffusional
flow (Diff), which is a Newtonian deformation mechanism,
becomes important at small stresses, small grain sizes, and
temperatures close to the melting point.

growth of initial convective plumes, so estimates of the
grain size near the melting point of ice are useful for
evaluating the conditions required to permit convection.
The grain sizes of ice in the satellites are not well constrained, with estimates spanning 8 orders of magnitude,
from microns [Nimmo and Manga, 2002] to meters
[Schmidt and Dahl-Jensen, 2004]. Terrestrial ice sheets
under similar stress and temperature conditions as the base
of Europa’s ice shell exhibit grain sizes of order 1 – 5 mm
[De La Chapelle et al., 1998]. Grain growth in Europa’s ice
shell would be limited by rapid tidal flexing of the ice shell
and by the presence of non-water-ice materials [McKinnon,
1999]. The presence of non-water-ice materials in the shells
of Ganymede and Callisto might similarly limit grain
growth in these satellites as well. To account for the
uncertainty in the grain size of ice within the icy Galilean
satellites, we characterize the conditions required for convection as a function of grain size. We also assume that the
ice shells have a uniform grain size, which is implausible in
a real ice shell.



 1
*  QGBS
* Þ ndisl nGBS
AGBS d pdisl
ðQdisl
exp
:
Adisl d pGBS
RT

ð6Þ

The expressions for the transition stresses between the
various deformation mechanisms can be used to construct
deformation maps showing the boundaries of regimes of
dominance for each constituent creep mechanism. Deformation maps for ice with grain sizes 0.1 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.0 cm,
and 10 cm are illustrated in Figure 1.
[20] The non-Newtonian deformation mechanisms will
accommodate the strain due to growth of initial convective
plumes if the thermal stress generated by the plume exceeds
the transition stress between diffusional flow and GSS/
dislocation creep. The thermal stress due to a plume of
height l, warmer than its surroundings by dT, is approximately sth  rgadTl. In an ice shell 50 km thick on Europa,
Ganymede, or Callisto, a plume with height l  D and
dT  5 K can generate a thermal stress of 0.03 MPa. In
an ice shell 25 km thick, a plume of height approximately
25 km can generate 0.015 MPa. Note that the estimates
of thermal stresses from a growing plume are significantly
higher than the thermal stresses that drive flow in the warm
sublayer of an actively convecting ice shell (103 MPa
[Tobie et al., 2003]) because convection can only occur in the
ice shell if the growing plume generates enough stress to
overcome the viscous restoring force from the overlying cold
ice.
[21] At the melting temperature of ice, the transition
stress between GBS and diffusional flow in ice with a
grain size of 1.0 mm is 0.02 MPa. If the ice grain size is
0.1 mm, the transition stress increases to 0.1 MPa; with a
grain size of 100 mm, the transition stress is only 6 
104 MPa. Therefore it is plausible that GBS accommodates the strain from initial plume growth in ice with a
grain size close to 1 mm. Similarly, at the melting
temperature of ice, the transition stress between GBS
and dislocation creep in ice with a grain size of 10 cm
is 104 MPa, so it is plausible that dislocation creep
accommodates convective strain during the onset of
convection in ice with a grain size of order 10 cm. At
the temperatures (T > 180 K) and stresses (s  104 –
101 MPa) relevant to the onset of convection in the ice
shells, basal slip does not play an appreciable role in
accommodating deformation (see Figure 1), and its role is
neglected in our analysis.

3. Numerical Experiments
[22] An effective viscosity can be calculated from the
strain rates due to each individual creep mechanism as
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Table 2. Thermal and Physical Parameters
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Density of ice
Acceleration of gravity
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Surface temperature
Melting temperature
Thermal diffusivity
Thermal conductivity
Gas constant

r
g
a
Ts
Tm

930 kg m3
1.3 m s2
104 K1
90 – 120 K
260 K
106 m s2
3.3 W m1 K1
8.314 J mol1 K1

k
k
R

where s is the effective shear stress, and e_ II is the second
invariant of the strain rate tensor. We use an explicit strain
rate-dependent rheology of form

h¼

dp
2A

ð1=nÞ

ð1nÞ=n

e_ II



Q*
;
exp
nRT

ð8Þ

where e_ II is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor.
Values of the rheological parameters are taken directly from
the lab-derived flow laws of [Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001]
and are summarized in Table 1.
[23] The dynamics of thermal convection are controlled
by the Rayleigh number, a single dimensionless parameter
that expresses the ratio between the timescale of plume
growth at the base of the fluid layer and the thermal
diffusion timescale. Large values of Ra indicate vigorous
convection; convection cannot occur unless the Rayleigh
number exceeds the critical Rayleigh number (Racr). We
define a reference Rayleigh number for the ice shell as
[Barr et al., 2004]
Ra1 ¼ 

rgaDTDðnþ2Þ=n
1=n
  ;
Q
kd p ð2AÞ1
exp nRT
m

ð9Þ

where r is the density of ice, g is the acceleration of gravity,
DT is the temperature difference between the surface of the
convecting layer (Ts) and the melting temperature of ice
(Tm), D is the thickness of the convecting layer, k is the
thermal diffusivity, d is the grain size of ice, A is the preexponential parameter, n is the stress exponent, and R is the
gas constant. The reference Rayleigh number (9) is obtained
from the traditional definition (equation (1)) of the thermal
Rayleigh number by explicitly evaluating the non-Newtonian viscosity of ice at a reference strain rate e_ II,o = k/D2
and the melting temperature of ice (T = Tm).
[24] We have implemented a non-Newtonian rheology for
ice I in the finite element convection model Citcom [Moresi
and Gurnis, 1996; Zhong et al., 1998, 2000; Barr et al.,
2004], which solves the governing equations of thermally
driven convection in an incompressible fluid. Our simulations are run in 2D Cartesian geometry. Free-slip boundary
conditions are used on the surface (z = 0), base (z = D),
and edges (x = 0, xmax) of the domain. The simulations used
to characterize the behavior of dislocation creep in this
study are performed in a domain with 64  64 elements,
chosen to resolve the bottom thermal boundary layer while
allowing sufficient coverage of our large parameter space
given limited computational resources. Increasing the
numerical resolution from 32  32 elements as used by
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Barr et al. [2004] to 64  64 elements decreases the value
of Racr by 5%. We use a higher resolution in this study
compared to Barr et al. [2004] to allow numerical stability
of solutions with somewhat larger stress exponents and
perturbation amplitudes. To ensure numerical stability, we
also impose an upper viscosity cutoff of hmax = 1010 ho.
[25] The layer is purely basally heated, so internal heating
by tidal dissipation is not considered. However, tidal heating may play a role in triggering convection in the icy
satellites by generating finite-amplitude temperature perturbations to soften the ice [Barr et al., 2004], and potentially
by modifying the viscosity and grain size of the ice shell
[McKinnon, 1999], which we discuss in section 6. We
explore how Racr varies for a range of surface temperatures
of the ice shell between 90 and 120 K, appropriate for the
temperate and equatorial surfaces of the Jovian icy satellites.
We have not taken into account the thermal or rheological
effects of contaminant non-water-ice materials such as
hydrated sulfuric acid, or hydrated sulfate salts, which have
been suggested to exist on the surfaces of the satellites on
the basis of near-infrared spectroscopy [McCord et al.,
1999; Carlson et al., 1999]. Values of thermal and physical
parameters are summarized in Table 2.
[26] The approach we use to numerically determine the
critical Rayleigh number is similar to linear stability analysis [Turcotte and Schubert, 1982; Chandrasekhar, 1961].
The convection simulations are started from an initial
condition of a conductive ice shell plus a temperature
perturbation expressed as a single Fourier mode,
T ð x; zÞ ¼ Ts 


 
zDT
2pD
zp
þ dT cos
x sin
;
D
l
D

ð10Þ

where dT and l are the amplitude and wavelength of the
temperature perturbation, and z = D at the warm base of
the ice shell. Use of free-slip boundary conditions requires
that the width of the computational domain (xmax) be equal
to one half the wavelength of initial perturbation. Because
the critical Rayleigh number is a function of both the
wavelength and amplitude of temperature perturbation, we
first determine the value of wavelength that minimizes the
value of Racr for dT = 0.05 DT, then investigate how Racr for
the specific Fourier mode with l = lcr varies with dT.
[27] The dimensionless kinetic energy of the fluid layer is
used as a diagnostic for the vigor of convection. The
dimensionless kinetic energy is defined by
Z
E¼

0

Z

 2
vx þ v2z dxdz
0
;
Z xmax Z D
dxdz

xmax

0

D

ð11Þ

0

where xmax = l/(2D) is the width of the numerical domain,
and vx and vz are the horizontal and vertical fluid velocities,
respectively. If the kinetic energy of the fluid grows with
time during the opening stages of the simulation, the layer is
judged to convect; if the kinetic energy decays with time,
the layer does not convect and the system returns to
conductive equilibrium. During initial plume growth in a
non-Newtonian fluid, the kinetic energy increases superexponentially owing to the feedback between the increasing
convective velocities and strain rate-dependent viscosity
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length for Newtonian volume diffusion using the results of
Solomatov [1995] and Stengel et al. [1982].
4.1. Dislocation Creep
[29] On the basis of the results of Barr et al. [2004], we
expect the critical Rayleigh number for convection in ice
with a solely dislocation creep rheology to depend on a
power of the amplitude of temperature perturbation for
perturbations smaller than the rheological temperature scale.
We call this regime of behavior the ‘‘power law’’ regime.
For perturbations larger than the rheological temperature
scale [Solomatov and Moresi, 2000],
DTrh ¼

Figure 2. Growth or decay of dimensionless kinetic
energy (E) with nondimensional time (t0 = t/tdiff where the
thermal diffusion time tdiff = k/D2) for a series of ice
convection simulations with dislocation creep rheology.
Each curve represents the evolution of kinetic energy for a
simulation with a different Rayleigh number ranging from
Ra1 = 1.4  104 (top curve) to Ra1 = 1.0  104 (bottom
curve). The kinetic energy grows super-exponentially in
simulations where convection occurs (thick lines), and
decays in simulations where convection does not occur (thin
lines).
[Molnar et al., 1998; Barr et al., 2004]. A family of curves
illustrating the growth of kinetic energy in ice deforming by
dislocation creep is illustrated in Figure 2. For a given initial
condition, we run a series of convection simulations with
decreasing values of Ra1. The critical Rayleigh number is
defined as the minimum value of Ra1 where the system
convects for a given initial condition, and here is
determined to two significant figures.

4. Results
[28] To estimate the conditions required to trigger convection in an ice shell with a composite rheology, we first
determine the critical Rayleigh number for convection in a
fluid where deformation is accommodated by a single
microphysical mechanism, then combine this information
to predict the stability criterion of an ice shell where all
three deformation mechanisms operate simultaneously. As
discussed in section 2, basal slip does not play an appreciable role in accommodating deformation during the onset
of convection. When grain boundary sliding and basal slip
operate simultaneously near the base of an ice shell (where
T  Tm), grain boundary sliding is the rate-limiting mechanism [Barr et al., 2004]. First, we characterize the critical
Rayleigh number as a function of wavelength and perturbation amplitude for dislocation creep, and compare our
numerical results to the critical Rayleigh number predicted
by Solomatov [1995] in the limit of large perturbation
amplitudes. We then summarize the results of Barr et al.
[2004] that describe the variation in critical Rayleigh
number for GBS as a function of perturbation amplitude
and wavelength. Finally, we estimate the critical Rayleigh
number for convection and corresponding critical wave-

1:2ðn þ 1ÞRTi2
;
Q*DT

ð12Þ

where Ti is the roughly isothermal temperature beneath the
stagnant lid, we expect the critical Rayleigh number to reach
a minimum constant value. We call this regime of behavior
the ‘‘asymptotic’’ regime. Using the activation energy for
dislocation creep and the nominal set of boundary
temperatures in our study (Ts = 110 K and Tm = 260 K),
the value of DTrh is approximately 0.375 DT  56 K if Ti 
Tm = 260 K.
[30] Regardless of the rheology of the convecting fluid,
the critical Rayleigh number depends on the wavelength of
perturbation issued to the fluid layer [Chandrasekhar, 1961;
Turcotte and Schubert, 1982]. The wavelength that minimizes Racr for dislocation creep is lcr  1.45D. Figure 3
illustrates the variation in critical Rayleigh number as a
function of wavelength for Ts = 110 K and Tm = 260 K, for a
temperature perturbation of amplitude 7.5 K. The critical
Rayleigh number varies by a factor of 1.5 as the wavelength
is varied from 1.2D to 2.4D. Consistent with the results of
Barr et al. [2004], we find that the critical Rayleigh number
is weakly dependent on wavelength in the asymptotic
regime, varying by 10% as l is increased from 1.5D to
3.0D. To within the precision of our experiments, 2.0D <
lcr < 2.6D in the asymptotic regime.

Figure 3. Critical Rayleigh number as a function of
wavelength for ice with dislocation creep rheology. A
constant temperature perturbation of 7.5 K is used. The
critical Rayleigh number varies by 20% as l is varied
from 1.2D to 2.4D. The minimum value of Racr = 7.1  103
occurs at a l  1.45D.
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between activation energy and Raa derived by Solomatov
[1995].
[33] Using this correction, the asymptotic Rayleigh number is related to the stress exponent and activation energy by
Raa ¼ Racr ðnÞ



z 2ðnþ1Þ=n
E
E
max
;
exp

max
D
þ To0 1 þ To0
1  z2D
ð14Þ

where zmax is given by
zmax ¼

Figure 4. Critical Rayleigh number for convection in ice
with dislocation creep rheology as a function of perturbation
amplitude (dT) for small-amplitude perturbations (solid
circles) and perturbations larger than the rheological
temperature scale (open circles). For dT < DTrh, the critical
Rayleigh number varies as a power of the perturbation
amplitude. For dT
DTrh, the critical Rayleigh number
achieves a constant asymptotic value of 1.6  103. The line
indicates a least squares fit to the data, where the fitting
coefficient q in equation (13) is equal to 0.727.
[31] In the power law regime, the critical Rayleigh
number obeys a relationship of form [Barr et al., 2004]

Racr ¼ Raa

dT
DTrh

q
;

ð13Þ

where Raa is the numerically determined value of the
critical Rayleigh number in the asymptotic regime. Use of
DTrh in the scaling relationship promotes a simple
interpretation of the coefficient Raa as the asymptotic
minimum value of Rayleigh number characterized by
Solomatov [1995]. Values of q are obtained using a least
squares fit to values of Racr as a function of dT in log-log
space. Figure 4 illustrates the variation in critical Rayleigh
number as a function of perturbation amplitude for
dislocation creep for Ts = 110 K and Tm = 260 K. For
these boundary temperatures, we find Raa = 1.6  103 and q =
0.727. Values of Raa and q obtained for 90 K < Ts < 120 K
creep are summarized in Table 4 in section 4.3. Consistent
with results from our previous work, we find that changing the
assumed melting temperature of the ice shell by 10 K has a
minimal effect on the value of Raa. However, varying the
surface temperature between 90 K and 120 K causes the value
of Raa to change by a factor of 1.5.
[32] To compare our numerically derived values of Raa
for dislocation creep to the value of Raa predicted by
Solomatov [1995], we employ the algebraic relationship
between Raa, activation energy, and stress exponent derived
by Barr et al. [2004]. Because the numerical data obtained
in this study uses an Arrhenius temperature dependence
rather than a temperature-linearized flow law, Barr et al.
[2004] suggested a slight correction to the relationship



D
4ðn þ 1Þ To0 þ 1 þ En
2ðn þ 1Þ


1=2
;
 8Enðn þ 1Þ To0 þ 1 þ E 2 n2

ð15Þ

with To0 = Ts/DT, and E = Q*/nRDT [Barr et al., 2004]. The
value of Racr(n), which represents the critical Rayleigh
number for convection in a fluid with a solely stressdependent viscosity, is given by
Racr ðnÞ ¼ Racr ð1Þ1=n Racr ð1Þðn1Þ=n ;

ð16Þ

where Racr(1) = 1568 and Racr(1)  20 [Solomatov, 1995].
The values obtained using these expressions for dislocation
creep and our numerically derived values for Raa are
summarized in Table 3. Similar to results from our previous
study, the numerical values of Raa and those predicted by
the analysis of Solomatov [1995] agree to within 5 – 25%,
depending on the surface temperature.
[34] If the shell is in the stagnant lid regime, the thickness
of the warm sublayer (zmax) is a small fraction of the ice
shell of thickness (D). In the warm sublayer beneath the
stagnant lid, the temperature is approximately constant and
the viscosity of the ice depends solely on stress. The criteria
for convective stability in the sublayer can therefore be
expressed in terms of the thickness of the warm sublayer
and the critical Rayleigh number for convection in a fluid
with a stress-dependent (but not temperature-dependent)
viscosity [Solomatov, 1995].
[35] The analysis of Solomatov [1995] and Barr et al.
[2004] applies only when the ice shell is in the stagnant lid
regime and convective instability first sets in at the base of
the shell. This implies that the thickness of the warm
isothermal sublayer is much smaller than the thickness of
1. Using rheological
the total ice shell, or zmax/D
parameters appropriate for dislocation creep and the nominal upper and lower boundary temperatures of 110 K and
260 K, zmax/D  0.75 for the dislocation creep rheology.
Some of the disagreement between our numerically derived
values of Raa and values obtained from equations (14) and
(15) may arise because the ice shell is close to the boundary
between the sluggish lid and stagnant lid convective
regimes [Solomatov, 1995].
Table 3. Comparison of Raa Values for Dislocation Creep to
Values Predicted by Solomatov [1995]
Ts (K)

Tm (K)

90
100
110
120

260
260
260
260
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This Study
2.4
2.0
1.6
1.6






103
103
103
103

Solomatov [1995]
2.1
1.8
1.5
1.3






103
103
103
103
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Table 4. Summary of Raa and q Values
Rheology
Volume diffusion

Grain boundary sliding

Dislocation creep

Ts (K)

Raa

q

90
100
110
120
90
100
110
120
90
100
110
120

3.64  106
2.86  106
2.21  106
1.67  106
3.1  104
2.7  104
2.2  104
1.9  104
2.4  103
2.0  103
1.6  103
1.6  103

0
0
0
0
0.492
0.486
0.467
0.469
0.729
0.746
0.727
0.742

[36] Additionally, because convection actually occurs in
our simulations when Ra1 = Racr, our simulations place an
upper bound on the value of Racr. The true value may be up
to 10% lower than the values reported here, because we
determine Racr to two significant figures only.
4.2. Grain Boundary Sliding
[37] Using methods identical to those described in
section 3, Barr et al. [2004] considered the critical
Rayleigh number for convection in an ice shell with
deformation accommodated by solely grain boundary
sliding. The inferred Racr values were found to obey a
scaling relationship between perturbation amplitude and
an asymptotic value similar to equation (13). The critical
wavelength for the GBS rheology was found to be 1.5D
in the power law regime and 2.0D in the asymptotic
regime. Asymptotic values of Rayleigh number and
values of the power q for GBS with 90 K < Ts < 120 K are
summarized in Table 4. The rheological temperature scale for
GBS with Ts = 110 K and Tm = 260 K is approximately 40 K.
Values of the asymptotic Rayleigh number for dT > 40 K
match values predicted by equations (14) and (15) to within
35– 60% depending on the value of surface temperature [Barr
et al., 2004].
4.3. Volume Diffusion
[38] The critical Rayleigh number for volume diffusion
can be estimated using equation (14), with n = 1,


z 4
E
E
max
;
Racr ¼ 1568
exp

zmax
D
1  2D þ To0 1 þ To0

ð17Þ

where zmax is given by
zmax ¼



D  0
8 To þ 1 þ E  16E To0 þ 1 þ E 2
4

1=2

:

ð18Þ

The critical Rayleigh number for volume diffusion with Ts =
110 K and Tm = 260 K is 2.2  106, and varies by a factor of
1.5 as a function of surface temperature. Values for Racr
for 90 K < Ts < 120 K are summarized in Table 4. The
critical wavelength for convection in volume diffusion can
be estimated using the algebraic relationship between the
critical wavelength and activation energy derived by Stengel
et al. [1982],
lcr ¼

16
;
p

ð19Þ
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where p = (Q*DT)/(RTi2) is the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter [Solomatov, 1995]. Using Ts = 110 K and Ti  Tm =
260 K, and the activation energy for volume diffusion, p =
15.8, yielding an estimate of lcr  D.

5. Critical Ice Shell Thickness
[39] Using the definition of the Rayleigh number, and the
values of critical Rayleigh number, we first determine the
critical ice shell thickness for convection in an ice shell
assuming deformation is accommodated by each individual
term in the Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] flow law. The
critical ice shell thickness curves are then combined to
predict how the critical shell thickness for convection varies
as a function of perturbation amplitude and grain size in an
ice shell where deformation is accommodated simultaneously
by volume diffusion, GBS, and dislocation creep.
5.1. Single Rheology
[40] The critical shell thickness for convection in an ice
shell with deformation accommodated by a single flow law
is given by [Barr et al., 2004]
0

1=n

1n=ðnþ2Þ
1
Q*
p
Ra
kd
ð
2A
Þ
exp
cr
nRT
m
B
C
Dcr ¼ @
:
A
rgaDT

ð20Þ

If plume growth is accommodated by GBS or dislocation
creep, the critical ice shell thickness is a function of
perturbation amplitude (dT) and grain size (d), for
perturbation amplitudes less than 40 K for GBS and less
than 56 K for dislocation creep. For perturbations larger
than the rheological temperature scale, the critical Rayleigh
number reaches a minimum, constant value, Da,
0

1=n

1n=ðnþ2Þ
1
Q*
p
Ra
exp
a kd ð2AÞ
nRTm C
B
Da ¼ @
;
A
rgaDT

ð21Þ

where Raa is the asymptotic value of critical Rayleigh
number. If Newtonian volume diffusion controls plume
growth, Racr is independent of perturbation amplitude.
[41] Figure 5 summarizes the critical ice shell thickness
for convection as a function of grain size in an ice shell
where deformation is accommodated solely by volume
diffusion, grain boundary sliding, or dislocation creep, for
small (0.75 K), modest (7.5 K), and large amplitude (dT >
56 K) temperature perturbations. For volume diffusion, Dcr /
d2/3 because the viscosity of ice depends on grain size
squared, while for GBS, Dcr / d1.4/3.8. If plume growth were
accommodated by solely dislocation creep, the critical ice
shell thickness would not depend on d because the viscosity of
the ice is independent of grain size.
[42] We note that Ruiz [2001] suggested that convection
could not occur in the ice I shells of the satellites if
deformation was accommodated by the non-Newtonian
deformation mechanisms grain boundary sliding or dislocation creep, regardless of the amplitude of temperature
perturbation issued to the ice shells. However, subsequent
works regarding convection in Europa [Nimmo and Manga,
2002; Barr et al., 2004] suggest that the outer ice I shells of
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and GBS used by Ruiz [2001] are obtained using the results
of Solomatov [1995], and therefore are similar to the values
of Raa obtained from our numerical results. However, we
find that a mathematical discrepancy exists between the
viscosity function used by Solomatov [1995] and the
viscosity function used by Ruiz [2001], which resulted in
Ruiz [2001] calculating values of Ra1 for Callisto’s ice shell
that were several orders of magnitude lower than the values
predicted by the nominal definition of Rayleigh number for
a non-Newtonian fluid (equation (9)). The temperaturelinearized flow law described in equation (7) of Solomatov
[1995] uses a nondimensionalized temperature (where T = 1
at the base of the ice shell), but the analysis by Ruiz [2001]
appears to treat this temperature as dimensionalized (where
T = Tm in Kelvin at the base of the ice shell). Figure 6
illustrates Ra1 as a function of ice shell thickness using
equation (9) compared to the values of Ra1 predicted by
Figure 1 of Ruiz [2001]. If the mathematical error in the
analysis of Ruiz [2001] is corrected, our results are similar

Figure 5. Critical ice shell thickness (Dcr) for convection
as a function of grain size for (top) dT = 0.75 K, (middle) dT =
7.5 K, and (bottom) dT > DTrh for dislocation creep (56 K).
Assuming that deformation in the ice shell is accommodated by either volume diffusion (thin line) or GBS
(thick line), Dcr depends on grain size because the
viscosities for these mechanisms depend on grain size.
For dislocation creep (dashed line), Dcr is independent of
grain size, and is larger than the maximum permitted ice I
shell thickness in the icy Galilean satellites, regardless of
temperature perturbation.
the satellites can convect, even if deformation is accommodated by the non-Newtonian mechanisms. The essential
geophysical argument in both this study and in Ruiz
[2001] is to compare the Rayleigh number at the base of
an ice shell to the critical Rayleigh number for convection.
The values of critical Rayleigh number for dislocation creep

Figure 6. Comparison of Rayleigh number at the base of
the ice shell (Ra1) from our study (thick line) with values
obtained by Ruiz [2001] (thin line) for (top) dislocation
creep and (bottom) GBS. Convection can occur if Ra1
exceeds the critical Rayleigh number (Raa, dashed line). A
discrepancy between the flow law used by Solomatov
[1995] and the flow law adopted by Ruiz [2001] incorrectly
resulted in critical ice shell thicknesses for convection much
larger than the maximum permitted shell thickness.
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Racr,disl. The critical ice shell thickness for convection is
therefore defined as the minimum value of D where Ra1
exceeds Racr for any single rheology, or

Dcr;composite ¼ min Dcr;diff ; Dcr;GBS ; Dcr;disl :

Figure 7. Critical ice shell thickness (Dcr) for convection
in a multi-rheology ice shell as a function grain size for dT =
0.75 K, dT = 7.5 K, and dT = 37.5 K, and in the limit of dT
DTrh. For the nominal boundary temperatures, DTrh = 37.5 K
for GBS and 56 K for dislocation creep. The value of Dcr for a
composite-rheology ice shell is the minimum value of Dcr
predicted by each constituent rheology (see Figure 5). For
dT = 7.5 K, deformation is accommodated by volume
diffusion (thin line) when the grain size of the ice shell is
less than 1 mm. If dT = 7.5 K, GBS (thick line) accommodates
deformation when the grain size is between than 1 mm and
2 cm. For a smaller dT, volume diffusion accommodate
strain during plume growth for a wider range of grain sizes.
For a larger dT, GBS and dislocation creep (dashed line)
dominate over volume diffusion for a wider range of grain
sizes. For a grain size greater than 2 cm, the minimum shell
thickness required for convection in the limit of dT > 56 K
exceeds the maximum permitted ice I shell thickness in the
icy Galilean satellites. Because dislocation creep would
accommodate strain from plume growth only in very thick
ice shells with grain sizes larger than 2 cm, it does not play
a role in controlling plume growth in the icy Galilean
satellites.
in the limit of large amplitude temperature perturbations
(i.e., in the asymptotic regime).
5.2. Composite Rheology
[43] In an ice shell where volume diffusion, GBS, and
dislocation creep accommodate strain simultaneously, deformation due to plume growth at the base of the ice shell
will be accommodated by the mechanism that predicts the
largest strain rate (equivalently, the smallest viscosity) in the
active sublayer near the base of the ice shell. To first order,
the stability criterion for the active sublayer of the ice shell,
and therefore the entire ice shell [Solomatov, 1995] should
be governed by the single deformation mechanism that
predicts the largest strain rates at the base of the ice shell.
Therefore the actual governing parameters of the rheology
(namely, the stress exponent and @ ln(h)/@T, which control
Racr) in the warm sublayer of a composite-rheology ice
shell should be close to the values predicted by a single flow
law. Each constituent rheology predicts a different value of
Racr (i.e., Racr, diff, Racr, GBS, Racr,disl), and convection will
occur when Ra1,diff > Racr,diff, Ra1,GBS > Racr,diff, or Ra1,disl >

ð22Þ

[44] If the stress due to a growing thermal plume is close
to the grain size- and temperature-dependent transition
stress between two deformation mechanisms, the deformation at the base of the shell would be accommodated by
multiple deformation mechanisms, and the actual governing
parameters that control the value of Racr could represent an
amalgamation of the governing parameters of each constituent rheology. In that case, equation (22) would provide
only a crude estimate of the value of Racr for the ice shell.
[45] Figure 7 summarizes the critical shell thickness for
convection under the composite rheology for perturbation
amplitudes dT of 0.75 K, 7.5 K, 37.5 K, and dT > 56 K. For
small grain sizes and small perturbation amplitudes, volume
diffusion accommodates deformation during plume growth.
As the perturbation amplitude increases, the stress in the ice
shell due to the thermal plume increases, allowing the nonNewtonian deformation mechanisms GBS and dislocation
creep to become active. Therefore the deformation mechanism controlling flow during the onset of convection is a
function of perturbation amplitude. Because the transition
stress between volume diffusion and the non-Newtonian
deformation mechanisms decreases as grain size increases,
the thermal stress due to initial plume growth is sufficient to
activate the non-Newtonian deformation mechanisms for
large grain sizes. Therefore the roles of GBS and dislocation
creep in accommodating strain during plume growth increase as the grain size of the ice shell increases. The
wavelength of the fastest growing convective plumes (lcr)
changes for each deformation mechanism. The value of
critical wavelength is lcr  D for volume diffusion, lcr 
1.5D for GBS, and lcr  1.45D for dislocation creep. We
report the minimum ice shell thickness for convection as a
function of perturbation amplitude for each grain size,
assuming that the temperature perturbation always has l =
lcr for the individual deformation mechanism that controls
flow at that grain size and dT. Therefore our Dcr values are
minimum values where convection can occur given the ice
grain size and temperature perturbation issued to the shell.
[46] For a given pair of deformation mechanisms, the
grain size where one mechanism begins to dominate over
the other can be calculated by equating the expressions for
Dcr for each rheology. The transition grain size dt is a
function of the activation energies, stress exponents, and
grain size exponents for the flow laws, and the amplitude of
temperature perturbation,
dt ðdT Þ ¼

 g
Ci
;
Cj

ð23Þ

g¼

1
i
 ðnipþ2
Þ

ð24Þ

where
pj
ðnj þ2Þ

and ni,j are the stress exponents for each flow law, and pi,j
are the grain size exponents. The values of C for each flow
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Figure 8. Transition grain size between plume growth
accommodated by volume diffusion versus GBS (thin) and
GBS versus dislocation creep (dashed) as a function of
temperature perturbation dT. For dT > 56 K, volume
diffusion controls plume growth for grain sizes less than
0.4 mm, GBS controls plume growth for grain sizes
between 0.4 mm and 3 cm, and dislocation creep controls
plume growth for grain sizes greater than 3 cm. For a
smaller dT, for example, 0.75 K, volume diffusion
accommodates strain for larger grain sizes, up to 7 mm.
Values of the critical wavelength for each rheology are
shown for the power law (small dT) and asymptotic (large
dT) regimes.
law are derived from the definition of the Rayleigh number
(equation (9)) and are given by
2

qi


1=ni 3ni =ðni þ2Þ
1
Q*
dT
i
Ra
exp
ð
Þ
k
2A
a;i
i
ni RTm
DTrh;i
6
7
Ci ¼ 4
; ð25Þ
5
rgaDT

where A, Q*, n, Raa, DTrh, q, are dependent on the rheology,
and Raa, q, DT are additionally dependent on the boundary
temperatures (Ts and Tm).
[47] Figure 8 illustrates the variation in transition grain
size between volume diffusion, GBS, and dislocation creep
as a function of perturbation amplitude, for Ts = 110 K and
Tm = 260 K. In the limit of large temperature perturbations
(dT > 56 K), strain during plume growth is accommodated
by volume diffusion for grain sizes less than 0.4 mm, by
GBS for 0.4 mm < d < 3.2 cm, and by dislocation creep for
d > 3.2 cm. For a smaller perturbation amplitude, for
example dT = 7.5 K, the transition between volume diffusion and GBS occurs at a grain size of 1.3 mm, and the
transition from GBS to dislocation creep occurs at a grain
size of 17 cm.

6. Implications for the Icy Galilean Satellites
[48] Gravity and magnetic data returned by the Galileo
spacecraft suggest that Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto
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have internal oceans, but the portion of their outer H2O
layers that are solid is not well constrained. The maximum
thickness of Europa’s ice-rich layer is approximately 170 km
[Anderson et al., 1998], but estimates based on geological
observations suggest that the solid ice shell is perhaps
20– 25 km thick [Pappalardo et al., 1999; Nimmo et al.,
2003]. For Ganymede and Callisto, the upper bound on
ice I shell thickness is obtained by estimating the depth
to the minimum melting point of ice I in each satellite. In
Ganymede, assuming the shell is pure water ice with a
density of 930 kg m3, the minimum melting point
occurs at a depth of 160 km; in Callisto, 180 km.
Depending on the present heat flux from their interiors,
the ice shells of Ganymede and Callisto could be thinner.
[49] The flow law used here is specific to pure water ice,
so important caveats are required before directly applying
these results to the icy Galilean satellites. If impurities such
as hydrated sulfuric acids, hydrated magnesium salts, or
ammonia are present in the ice shells, the conditions for
convection outlined here may not directly apply to the
Galilean satellites. Deviation in the rheological parameters
due to the presence of these or other materials could
dramatically alter the rheology and the conditions required
to initiate convection. Additionally, we have assumed a
uniform grain size for the ice in the shells, which is an
oversimplification. We have ignored internal heating by
tidal dissipation, which is not well parameterized, in favor
of exploring the interesting changes in behavior with grain
size.
[50] We have not considered the temperature-dependence
of the thermal conductivity (k) of ice. The temperaturedependent thermal conductivity modifies the temperature
gradient in the ice shell, which could affect the value of Racr
by changing the value of @ ln(h)/@T near the base of the
shell. Additionally, the temperature-dependent conductivity
changes the equivalent heat flow (F) out of the ice shell (F =
kDT/D). The effect of the temperature-dependent conductivity can be estimated by equating the heat flux across a
constant-conductivity ice shell to the heat flux across a shell
with a variable conductivity [McKinnon, 1999],
 
Dtrue
621
Tm
;
¼
ln
Dcr
Ts
kc DT

ð26Þ

where Dtrue is the actual critical ice shell thickness with
variable conductivity taken into account, Dcr is the value
obtained assuming a constant thermal conductivity, and kc is
the constant value of thermal conductivity used in the
definition of the Rayleigh number (3.3 W m1 K1). The
thermal conductivity is assumed to vary as a function of
temperature as 621/T W m1 [Petrenko and Whitworth,
1999]. For Tm = 260 K and Ts = 110 K, Dtrue/Dcr  1.08,
indicating that if a temperature-dependent thermal conductivity were used, the value of Dcr would be 10% larger
than values calculated here. The uncertainty in the ice
rheology likely outweighs this effect, so we do not include it
in our models at this time.
[51] We do not include the alternate set of rheological
parameters presented by Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] for
enhanced creep rates in ice near its melting point. If this
effect is included, viscosities due to grain boundary sliding
and dislocation creep are decreased because melting at grain
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boundaries and grain edges permits faster creep for a given
applied stress. If the high temperature creep enhancement
were included in the numerical model, the viscosities near
the base of the ice shell for grain sizes greater than 1.0 mm
would be greatly reduced, potentially permitting convection
in thinner ice shells than determined in this study. If the
convective temperature of an ice shell is within several
degrees of the melting point, the entire sublayer of the ice
shell would then convect vigorously because of its low
viscosity. Additionally, if tidal dissipation warmed the
sublayer of an initially conductive ice shell to a temperature
close to the melting point, the sublayer of the shell could
have a viscosity low enough to become convectively
unstable. Therefore an ice shell judged to be stable against
convection in this study might be able to convect if the high
temperature creep enhancement were included in the model.
For this reason, it would be valuable to include this high
temperature creep enhancement in future modeling efforts.
[52] Figure 7 shows the critical ice shell thickness for
convection in Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto as a function
of grain size. The value of g = 1.3 m s2, midway between
the values for Ganymede and Callisto and appropriate to
Europa, is used to generate the Dcr curve. Values of Dcr
obtained using the values of g for Ganymede are smaller by
10%, and values obtained using g for Callisto are greater by
10%.
[53] For small grain sizes, 0.4 mm, Newtonian volume
diffusion controls plume growth during the onset of convection. The critical ice shell thickness is between 10 and 40 km,
and does not depend on the amplitude of temperature
perturbation. The critical ice shell thickness increases as
d2/3.
[54] For intermediate grain sizes, between 0.4 mm and
1 cm, GBS controls plume growth if the temperature
perturbation is sufficiently large. If dT = 37.5 K, GBS
controls plume growth if the grain size is greater than
0.4 mm. If a smaller dT is issued to the ice shell, plume
growth will be accommodated by volume diffusion.
When GBS accommodates strain during the onset of
convection, the critical ice shell thickness depends on
the perturbation amplitude to the 0.5 power for dT < 40 K.
For dT > 40 K, the critical shell thickness achieves a
minimum value that is independent of perturbation amplitude. If GBS controls plume growth, the critical shell
thickness depends on d1.4/3.8.
[55] For large grain sizes, greater than 2 cm, the minimum
critical ice shell thickness exceeds the maximum permitted
ice I shell thickness in the icy Galilean satellites of 170 km,
in the limit of perturbations greater than 56 K, for the
nominal boundary temperatures. Dislocation creep accommodates deformation only for grain sizes larger than 3 cm,
where the minimum shell thickness for convection is much
greater than the maximum permitted shell thickness. Therefore dislocation creep does not play a role in controlling the
growth of initial convective plumes in the satellites.
[56] Under the composite rheology, an ice shell with a
nominally accepted shell thickness of Europa of 20– 25 km
[Pappalardo et al., 1999; Nimmo et al., 2003] can only
convect if the ice grain size is less than 0.15– 0.2 mm. If
convection occurs in an ice shell 20– 25 km thick on Europa,
plume growth should be accommodated by Newtonian volume diffusion, and the grain size must be smaller than
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estimates based on terrestrial ice cores under similar temperature and strain rate conditions [McKinnon, 1999].
[57] If the ice shells of Ganymede and Callisto are in
conductive equilibrium with present-day radiogenic heating
(4.5  1012 W kg1 [Spohn and Schubert, 2003]) in their
interiors, the equilibrium ice shell thicknesses are 130 km
and 150 km, respectively. Convection can start from a
modest temperature perturbation of 15 K in the present-day
shell of Ganymede if the ice grain size is less than 5 mm.
Strain during initial plume growth would be accommodated
by GBS. If the perturbation amplitude exceeds the rheological temperature scale, the maximum grain size where
convection can occur increases to 9 mm. Likewise, convection can start from a conductive equilibrium in Callisto’s ice
shell for dT = 15 K if the grain size is less than 7.5 mm; if dT >
40 K, the maximum grain size for convection is 1.6 cm.
[58] The minimum asymptotic values of Rayleigh number
also predict when convection will cease in an ice I shell. If
the Rayleigh number of the ice shell drops below the
asymptotic value, convection will stop. The Rayleigh number of the shell could decrease if the viscosity of the ice
shell increases owing to grain growth, so if the grain size at
the base of a convecting ice shell exceeds 2 cm, convection
may cease. Tidal dissipation could also decrease the Rayleigh
number of the shell if the tidal heat flux exceeds the maximum
heat flux from convection, and the ice shell thins.
[59] Tidal dissipation may be able to generate the few
Kelvin to tens of Kelvins temperature perturbations used as
initial conditions in this study. Estimates have been made of
the total amount of energy dissipated by tidal flexing of
Europa and Ganymede’s ice shells [Murray and Dermott,
1999; Showman and Malhotra, 1997], but the spatial
distribution of the dissipation in their ice shells is not
understood. It has been suggested that tidal dissipation is
spatially localized within convective upwellings on length
scales similar to the thickness of the ice shell in convective
upwellings [Tobie et al., 2003], or along zones of weakness
in the ice shell [Nimmo and Gaidos, 2002; Tobie et al.,
2004]. If so, the critical Rayleigh number for tidally
triggered convection would be similar to the values calculated here. It is also possible that the spatial pattern of tidal
dissipation within an ice shell follows the spatial distribution of the tidal strain rate [Ojakangas and Stevenson,
1989]. In this case, the wavelength of tidal dissipation is
much greater than the thickness of the ice shell, and much
larger than the critical wavelength used in our calculation.
For wavelengths larger or smaller than the critical wavelength, the value of critical Rayleigh number is higher, and
the critical shell thickness for convection would be larger.
Once the temperature perturbation due to tidal dissipation
reaches the rheological temperature scale, the critical
Rayleigh number approaches a constant asymptotic value.
Therefore adding additional tidal heat would not trigger
convection in the ice shell and could instead result in
melting at the base of the shell and thinning of the shell.
Regardless of the spatial distribution of tidal dissipation
in the ice shells, tidal heating would likely concentrate
itself near the warm base of the ice shell, promoting
plume growth.
[60] We have assumed a uniform grain size for the ice
shell, which is certainly an oversimplification. Tidal heating, rapid tidal flexing of the ice shells, and large convective
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strains likely modify the size and orientation of ice grains in
the shell. By analogy with terrestrial ice sheets, ice shelves,
and the Earth’s mantle, a complex suite of processes is
likely to occur within the ice shells to cause grain sizes to
evolve as a function of temperature, strain rate, impurity
concentration, and total accumulated strain. For example,
flow by dislocation creep is likely to lead to smaller grain
sizes, whereas flow by grain boundary sliding or diffusional
flow is likely to lead to grain growth [De Bresser et al.,
1998]. If grain growth or destruction occurs in ice, the
change in grain size may cause the rate-limiting deformation
mechanism to change as a function of the accumulated
convective strain. Conclusions regarding the convective
stability of the ice shells drawn from this study are strongly
dependent on the ice grain size. Therefore we advocate
using a more realistic grain size model in future work, by
allowing grain size to dynamically evolve as a function of
depth, temperature, stress and accumulated convective
strain.

7. Summary and Conclusions
[61] Laboratory experiments suggest that ice I exhibits a
complex rheological behavior at the temperatures and
pressures appropriate to the interiors of the icy Galilean
satellites. We find that the behavior of an ice I shell during
the onset of convection is correspondingly complex. Under
nominal conditions, growth of initial convective plumes at
the base of the ice I shells of the icy Galilean satellites
generates sufficient stress to activate both volume diffusion
and grain boundary sliding. Therefore plume growth by
both GBS and volume diffusion must be considered when
judging the convective stability of the ice I shells.
[62] For small grain sizes (d  0.4 mm), deformation is
accommodated by volume diffusion. In this case, the conditions required for convection to start from a conductive
equilibrium (i.e., Racr and thus, Dcr) are independent of
perturbation amplitude, depend on the wavelength of perturbation, minimize at l  D, and depend on the grain size
of the ice as d2/3.
[63] For intermediate grain sizes (0.4 mm < d < 3 cm),
grain boundary sliding accommodates deformation during
plume growth. For this range of grain sizes, the thermal
stress associated with growing convective plumes is sufficient to drive flow by grain boundary sliding. In the limit of
large temperature perturbations dT > DTrh (40 K for the
nominal boundary temperatures considered here), GBS
dominates the rheology if d > 0.4 mm. For smaller perturbations, the transition grain size increases to 0.7 mm for
dT < 1 K.
[64] When GBS controls flow and d < 2 cm, convection
can occur from a conductive equilibrium provided stringent
requirements on the ice grain size, as well as the amplitude
and wavelength of initial temperature perturbation, are met
simultaneously. For small amplitude temperature perturbations, the critical Rayleigh number and ice shell thickness
depend on the ratio of perturbation amplitude to the rheological temperature scale to the 0.5 power. If a large
amplitude perturbation is issued to the shell (dT > DTrh),
Racr and Dcr achieve a constant minimum value.
[65] For large grain sizes (d > 2 cm), the ice is too stiff to
permit convection in the satellites, regardless of the ampli-
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tude, wavelength, or source of buoyancy perturbation. Dislocation creep accommodates plume growth during the onset
of convection if the ice grain size is >3 cm, but the viscosity
of the ice is too high to permit convection. Therefore
dislocation creep does not play a key role in plume growth
during the onset of convection in the icy Galilean satellites.
[66] Convection can only occur if the grain size of ice is
small enough to permit deformation by volume diffusion or
GBS. Additionally, if the grain size of an actively convecting
ice shell dynamically evolves to values greater than 2 cm,
convection will cease. It may be difficult for tidal dissipation
to trigger convection in a purely conductive ice shell under the
current models of dissipation in the ice shells because preexisting temperature heterogeneities are required to focus
tidal heating on short length scales.
[ 67 ] Consideration of the complex Newtonian/nonNewtonian rheology for ice I has highlighted several effects
which must be included when judging convective stability.
The grain size of ice controls both the conditions required to
initiate convection and the conditions under which convection can continue. Small grain sizes (less than 1 mm) favor
convection in the ice shell, and large grain sizes (greater
than 2 cm) will not permit convection. The spatial distribution of temperature fluctuations in an initially conductive
ice shell also affect the conditions required for convection.
Temperature excesses of order a few to tens of Kelvin are
required to start convection from a conductive equilibrium,
and are most efficient at starting convection if they are
distributed on wavelengths similar to the thickness of the ice
shell. Consideration of the initial thermal state and the grain
size distribution of an ice shell is necessary when judging
whether convection occurs, and therefore how it affects the
thermal evolution of an icy satellite.
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